
The core issue of gender identity is  rediscovering new meanings of identity consistently and 

not just alter one kind of definition for another.Women’s  literature  in general present  

perspectives on  sensibility issues, aspirations for hope and well being. Hence  it will be my 

opinion  that  the writers Ambai,Bama, Sivakami and Lakshmi Kannan’s works unravel the 

challenges  present within and outside i.e self and society. Also how these writers project the  

oppressive elements of  patriarchal society and disturbing  elements in terms of violence done 

to woman and exploitation on the marginalized lot. Any exegesis displayed by the authors in 

their works may  be viewed  from the angle “collecitve conscious efforts”. Hence their works 

are effective discourses aimed at  personal and social revelations.

This paper examines further how the image of men is presented- sterio typical  where men 

occupy the sublime position or with  a difference.  It also  throws light on the nexus between 

economic status, caste hegemony & how dalit woman and man are exploited on account of 

his/her inferior status. At times their ideas are considered as elitist regarding their 

representaitons of shunned  and foresaken dreams. The reason being the author’s  ability to 

look within and at the same time the quality of ‘inwardness’ is considered to be their short 

comings. However  it is essential  for every human being to unload his  burden of guilt that he 

carry for more than a century. It is crucial  that every writer should free himself from personal 
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bias and from the danger of assimilating  into the existing, oppressive elements  that target 

the vunerable lots. 

In general their works documents oppression and violence excised by the stronger groups 

and the  violenc meted out to women within the domestic space. Other than this, their 

writings defy easy assimilation into large categories of women’s litertaure. Ambai, 

Bama,Sivakami and Lakshmi Kannan are the noted  writers in Tamil Literature.Their 

writings are open to change, evolution and knowledge.The core idea of the paper being 

defining relationship without holding any predefined notions and not to allow degrading 

oneself under any circumstances.

True to this the protoganist of the writers is made to undergo all kinds of struggles that keeps 

his /her identity at stake.The working of the protoganist’s mind reflects  the distinct voice of 

these writers.The woman characters in particular are shown where their space is limited or 

confined to set boundaries. This arise questions on reversal of roles-why a man instead of a 

woman should not be a house husband.It is my opinion that these writers do not fall under the 

garb of representing woman in terms of conventional images. Though the image that one 

gets after reading may make the reader to understand the ‘sameness’ in all their works, a deep 

reading would  infer that these writers instead of the ‘restricted image’ in form of self-denial,

lack of freedom and sexual abuse do convey  a message, the necessity to go beyond and to 

aim transformation in ‘real’ sense. At this juncture, I would like to say that transformation 

altogether cannot happen but the ability to transform for better can definitely happen. These 

writers need not be branded as labelled feminist because the necessity is not the reiteration of 

the claim that is already existing but to claim for a common platform.  

Unfortunately a dalit writer is expected to produce literature of the same.They are compelled 

to reiteratie themselves on one or other ground.Hence the so called ‘collective consciousness’ 

being the call of every dalit writer. Meaning ‘Change is Inevitable’ and one  should be open 

to changes. Dalit writers have demanded different yardsticks for the literary appraisal of their 

works.It is inappropriate to dictate writers what and how they should write.It is  like how 

improper  it would be  to dictate critics the kind of criticsism they should practise and evolve. 

It should also be remembered that the same work of art can analyzed in diferrent ways.

Amartya sen in The Argumentative Indian:Writings in Indian Culture,History and Identity
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aptly says “Inequality between women and men can appear in many different forms –It has 

many faces.(220)The lines indicate gender disparity need not be confined to one particular 

arena.Because there may be no significan inequality that could be felt on one sphere but a 

great deal of inequality may be seen in the other. 

Humanistic values had brought transfomation in the lives of society and individuals.Yet  the  

dissatisfaction  and the pain caused due to the marginalized status  is felt by every reader as 

he/she goes through their works. Dalit literatue is neither a pleasure –giving literature of fine 

sentiments and refined gestures,nor a  narcisstice wallowing in self-pity.(14) 

New writers emerged from various sections of life.However the conditions and issues 

presented in their writings remain the same. Struggle involved in the existing conditions 

make them express their anger and aversion against the extablished unequal social system in 

their writings.The new rebellion is seen in the literary voice of the writers. Rajendra Awasthy 

in Selected Tamil Short Stories mentions “There is no lack of women writers in the 

language,but none of their work is any different from the men’s works.(15)The pain that 

these writers express is the pain that they expereince ,see and hear.Hence their writings may 

at times look over board yet contibute to its uniqueness.The protoganist inadvertanly brings 

out  sorrow,ridicule and harassment they endure in and outside the family.The language they 

employ is devoid of embellishments.. 

These authors imply that every woman must find liberty, individuality and should never 

compromise  under any circumstances. It is here one must understand that the pain  is not that 

of a single individual but by the entire outcast society. Hence it demands universal  

importance.A kind of anguish feeling is expressed by these woman writers and this is 

nothing but the rejections and revolts underwent  by each and every woman in her  personal 

and social life.Hence the revolt is  collective. Experience conveyed by these writers display 

this. They constitute search for self. They express their agony for not being treated  

human.Thier writings convey strong notions. Since certain notions have to be emphasised 

strongly their writings are predetermined and purposive. 

In this regard their voicing may sound negative. This is because it is necessay for them to 

abide by the commitment of voicing for the oppressed and exploited ones. But one should

also understand that the writer’s creation is a part of social life and they should not 
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compromise in terms of personal and social. As it is important for them to ensure their 

responsibility should not bring in negative effects on their creations. Hence the 

characterisation is  created in order to show that a new horizon is set in force.

However there is one more issue that is commonly raised by the readers regarding language 

application.This is because they don’t want to compromise on the  ‘sharpness’ of expression 

that can be well brought out in one’s own mother tongue.Hence the words,symbols and 

metaphors that they employ are loaded with meaning and definite purpose.The  protognaists 

often express anguish and bitterness.To this one can come to an understanding that these

writers cannot sever their relationship from  the  pain and anguish they themselves had 

personally undergone. The questions  they seriously  pose in their works are nothing but 

their’s and their socieity’s. Hence they can not be neutral.  

Considering  the persistance of situation ,the conventional ideas of human liberation in real 

sense can never take place. Until then the literay revolt of the displaced and the deprived 

one’s against the established will continue.The decisions taken by the woman characters 

indicates only two choices.Either they can rebel against the established social order of society 

which they consider to be responsible or they have to take up ‘positions’.The approach of 

these writers brings out distinct voice,worth noticing.

Writers role is imperative. On the other hand one should also understand their writings do not 

resort to  womans’ sphere alone. Instead one can see them aiming for a collective growth. 

Their desperate appeal is for a common awakening and arousal. Meaning  progress never 

occur(s) until it proves to be a  distinct voice of the whole lot. 

For example Ambai’s, Unpublished Manuscript projects a single woman’s ability and 

courage to rebuild her life inspite of the worst hardship she faces at every stage of her 

life.Through the protoganist,Thirumagal, [the  central character] the author  presents the 

ultimate truth that one cannot hold any body as being responshible because it is not other’s 

life that we lead but solely ours.The other key characters being Ramasami a father, an 

advocate of women’s right(s) and Muthukumaran the husband of Thirumagal who stands in

contrast to Ramasamy.The author ably presents the two extremeties so well that she doesn’t 

brandhish all men altogether as the whole lot and hence doesn’t carry the badge of being a 

strong feminist. Her another work, A Deer in the Forest  came out in the year 1992 as  part of 
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the collection of, Ambai Two Novellas and A Story raises relevant issues related to woman’s 

body ,barrenness and various social stigmas. The key character Thangam is forced to undergo 

all kinds of torture-physical,mental and psychological. since she doesn’t menstruate and is 

considered as abnormal .The author infuses positive message by making her  transcend her 

fears and extend her love to every one around.In this author expresses the role of being a 

humanitarian in the first place, worth mentioning. Her another work Wrestling explores the 

professional rivalry between a husband and wife. The clash between Shanmugam and 

Shenbagam throws  more light on the possessiveness and ownership issues.Though the writer 

explores male dominance as an excising authority, the way she ekes out  a  balance is one of 

her chief attributes.  

On the other hand Bama ‘s  Sangati Events that has been translated into English in 2005 

raises questions on gender inequality and discrimination against women prevelant in  

community.The key character Vellauyamma, midwife is presented as an extremely 

courageous woman who brings up her two daughters single handedly .We also get an insight 

on male domination where Samudrakani treats her maternal aunt merely as an object to 

satiate his lust and to vent up his frustration. At the same time Bama creates certain woman 

character, Kaaliamma who  courageously retaliates against her husband’s atrocities. Another 

woman character Raakkamma puts her husband to shame by asking him to drink his son’s 

urine and her monthly blood.Other than these two characters, Sanmuga Kizhavi’s retaliaton 

against upper caste people raise admiration in the reader. Bama makes them strong and 

assertive. Bama throws light on the  hardlives of the lower caste men and  women and 

insights on  genderdynamics as they existed.  Bama has rationalized the reason for woman’s 

vulnerability to such forces.She insists woman to exalt her status through the modes of 

education,employment  and independent living. Her another  collection of short stories,

Harum-Scarum Saar and Other Stories is a translation from the original version 

Kisumbukkaran in 2006.The key  characters  Aurlayi and Chelakkillie who  are unable to 

stand against the injustice meted out to them raise voice of protestation. Here unlike men ,it is 

the mistress of the house who administers several beatings and Chellakkilli dies eventually. 

The story mirrors social issues such as child labour, vulnerablilty  and exploitation. 

Irullappan the father, unable to endure the shock of his daughter hangs himself. The story, 

‘Rich Girl’ explores significant issues such as injustice and exploitation of lower caste. At 
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the same time one must also note that the writer is not biased in portraying man as altogether 

a masochist. Kaliyamma’s husband the simpleton is one such example who risks his life 

fearing the threat of the landlady and ultimately loses his life in saving the landlord’s bull 

which gets stuck up in the middle of the stray water. One can see the land lady as a peevish 

personality.  

P.Sivakami’s novel, The Grip of Change is the English translation of her full length novel in 

Tamil Pazhaiyana Kazhithalum Through her novel,she projects transformation in the lives of 

marginalized people . Her determination is seen in her powerful presentation of characters 

who fight for their rights and justice throughout. Although this novel does not directly deal 

with the identity and related issues of women, yet she brings out the vulnerable qualities in 

women that leads to becoming an easy prey to evil elements.Kathamuthu the key character is 

presented in a lighter vein. We see him supporting the wife of  Udayar whose reputation is 

marred by Udayar’s relative and hence becomes the saviour. The novel is divided into two 

parts.Part I deals with Kathamuthu’s sovereignty and part II brings out the discrepancies and 

the tussle between the step mother and the two wives. The step mother is caricatured as a 

wicked lady who poisons her husband. Here the author brings out the evil nature seen in 

woman. Hence it need not be the saying that ‘only’ men are capable of bossing over ladies of  

the household even woman are capable of suppressing their own kind. Lakshmi Kannan when 

compared with the above  writers has highlighted empowerment through Padmini, the 

protoganist’s breaking from the oppressive shackles of gender stereotypy and assertion of 

dignity with little severity. Her work Going Home (1998) is a translation of her original work 

in Tamil entitled Athukku Pogannum. She presents the insipid lives led by the educated 

middle class woman Gayathri,Rama Doraisamy and Kiran Agarwal who finds love and 

caring to be the elusive aspects in their life.Rama insists that she has to be addressed as Rama 

only and not as Mrs.Doraisamy.She prefers retaining her identity and this identity gives her 

fullness in life.We also see Shankar telling Rama, “If you’d look around at the variety of 

eccentrics,then you’ll stay claiming a monopoly for the neurosis in your family”(106) 

Feminist in its theme and essence, these writers have delineated themes of women’s 

empowerment and the space needed. Some may feel that emphasis on women’s role are 

over-defined and  not to carry overboard.This could be one dimensional.As a women if not 

the whole some are subjected to pressures at home and society.Their struggle takes place at 
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both levels.However a writer should see to that his/her perspective doesn’t effect or affect the 

protoganist that he/she presents.They should serve as  a bond of common interest.Therefore 

the point to keep in mind is to see that the literature produced expresses ideas where 

inspirational  power prepares society for a welcoming change. No doubt  their works are self-

reflexive,interrogative and are noted for its critical intelligence that stands for all time and 

period. The writers mentioned need not be  labelled as feminist or staunch supporter voicing 

only women’s perspective. The reader may appreciate them for their balanced treatment in 

fictional representations. However a want of definite change in the status of the Dalit 

community is projected throughout. To sum up, a staunch resolution, courage and 

determination to lead one’s  life  with dignity, irrespective of all the hardships calls for 

immediate attention.
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